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Abstract

Objective: The objective of this article is to demonstrate that the genetic code can be studied and represented in a 3-D Sphered Cube for bioinformatics and for education by using the graphical help of the ancient “Book of Changes” or I Ching for the comparison, pair by pair, of the three basic characteristics of nucleotides: H-bonds, molecular structure, and their tautomerism.

Methods: The source of natural biodiversity is the high plasticity of the genetic code, analyzable with a reverse engineering of its 2-D and 3-D representations (here illustrated), but also through the classical 64-hexagrams of the ancient I Ching, as if they were the 64-codons or words of the genetic code.

Results: In this article, the four elements of the Yin/Yang were found by correlating the 3x2=6 sets of Cartesian comparisons of the mentioned properties of nucleic acids, to the directionality of their resulting blocks of codons grouped according to their resulting amino acids and/or functions, integrating a 384 codon Sphered Cube whose function is illustrated by comparing six brain peptides and a promoter of osteoblasts from Humans versus Neanderthal, as well as to Negadi’s work on the importance of the number 384 within the genetic code.

Conclusions: Starting with the codon/anticodon correlation of Nirenberg, published in full here for the first time, and by studying the genetic code and its 3-D display, the buffers of reiteration within codons codifying for the same amino acid, displayed the two long (binary number one) and older Yin/Yang arrows that travel in opposite directions, mimicking the parental DNA strands, while annealing to the two younger and broken (binary number zero) Yin/Yang arrows, mimicking the new DNA strands; the graphic analysis of the genetic code and its plasticity was helpful to compare compatible sequences, while further exploring the wondrous biodiversity of nature for educational purposes.
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Introduction

When studying the genetic code, the first question to ask could be: “What is a ‘code’?” The most obvious answer is that a code is a set of correspondences between two different languages. In the same way, the bioinformatics context of this article is an interface between the geometry within bioinformatics and its cryptography [1].

For example, let’s remember the intuitive letter-to-number code of our childhood (evocative of the Roman numerals that lacked of zero), also called the “letter number” cipher or code, in which the letters of an alphabet are replaced by numbers in their respective order: transforming abc... into 1-2-3...

A more counter-intuitive variant of such letter-to-number code is the one that includes the zero (0) at the start (as did the Arabic numerical system, now in worldwide use, even in programming, a system that apparently was developed independently by the Mayans); starting with abc..., which in this new code that includes the zero, is transformed into 0-1-2-3..., ending with ...xyz being translated into ...23-24-25 [1]; and, even the fingers of both of our hands can be used in mnemonics in order to remember this code, and by analogy, to remember the genetic code; furthermore, our four extremities can be used to remember its four foundational nucleotides (A, T, C, G)² for a better understanding of the bio-flexibility of the genetic code.

Thus far, these are the basic aspects on the study of the genetic code, aspects relatively easy to remember by a student exposed for the first time to it; but we are going to find here additional tools that can be used, not only in education, but also in bioinformatics, for the more deeply appreciation of the source of information contained within the genetic code. For the basic computational concept of file compression, we read: “File compression reduces the size of a file by cleverly taking out parts of the contents of the file that aren’t needed... Zipping is very common, particularly because it reduces the amount of data that needs to be transported from here to there” [2].

We need to start with the unpublished and handwritten representation of the set of 64 codons done by Nirenberg in 1965 [3] (shown in Table 1; published in full as a primer in this article). After
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the representation of Nirenberg (Table 1), the table of Crick arrived in 1967 [4], then the circular representation by Bresch and Hausmann in 1972 [5], and then Fujimoto’s tetrahedron in 1987 [6], being the last treatment of Nirenberg’s Table in order to obtain quasi-symmetrical representations of the genetic code are clearly identifiable when we rotate the quadrants by 90 degrees, keeping a positional and prominent representation of the genetic code. The word ‘genetic’ can be defined as: ‘the biological information that specifies the characteristics and metabolism of an organism’. The information in most of the biological life on earth is contained inside the now-famous double helix [14] that swirls like in a ‘fusion dance’, tightly packaged within the chromosomes inside the nucleus of each living cell, except for the red blood cells that, by design, expel their nucleus, transforming themselves into biological ‘automatons’, or ‘robots’, for the cellular exchange between oxygen and CO$_2$.

The genetic information that is transcribed from DNA to RNA in the nucleus is translated into proteins in the cellular cytoplasm, ending forming, these proteins, the structures and metabolism of our bodies.

The basic units that contain the information for our proteins are called ‘genes’, with each gene being composed of multiple nucleotides. The modular structure of the genes integrated by exons depicts the potential of a gene to produce several proteins through the ‘cut-and-paste’ (splicing) mechanism.

The words of the genetic code are the groups of three nucleotides called codons, producing the proteins that are formed by different combinations of the 20 amino acids, with some of those combinations being so frequent that these popular groups of amino acids, or of peptides, are considered as ‘domains.’

Next, the reverse-engineered Figures 1 and 2 are the square and the circular representations, respectively, of a functional tetrahedron discovered earlier [11] as a representation of the genetic code.

The periodicities or rotational correspondences of these representations of the genetic code are clearly identifiable when we rotate the quadrants by 90 degrees, keeping a positional and prominent representation for most of the essential hydrophobic amino acids located at the centre of the square of Figure 1 [12], remaining at the

---

**Table 1**: Nirenberg’s first 16×4=64 codon/anticodon table (shown here for the first time in its complete form), being the codons with their anti-sense complements reordered according to the now-classical sequence of U, C, A, G [4,5], from top to bottom, and from left to right; in bold italics their corresponding amino acids; also shown, the direction of the start, or 5’– from left-to-right for the codons that codify in the upper lines, and from 5’– from right-to-left for the non-coding codons in the lower lines below the previous ones; this table has been modified from [3]: Here, the columns of the x axis have been numbered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>UUU</td>
<td>UUC</td>
<td>UUA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>ACA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>GUG</td>
<td>GCU</td>
<td>GCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>UCU</td>
<td>UCC</td>
<td>UCA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 1**: 8×8=64 square representation of the functional 3-D tetrahedron genetic code [11].

---

same relative rotational position in the circle shown in Figure 2 [8,9].

Also, and in order to detail the representation of the genetic code introduced in [10], the folded and ‘compressed’ 3-D representation of a double tetrahedron can be seen in Figures 3 and 4: being one functional and the other a 100% symmetrical geometry (with its Stella Octangula net shown in [10]).

The double genetic code was ‘physically’ compressed as represented in Figures 3 and 4, indicating that through the 3-D geometry of a Stella Octangula it’s possible to distinguish between the start amino acid Methionine, and the non-start Methionine [10].

A complex aspect of the genetic code thus far explored is the binary correlation between the three Cartesian combinations of nucleotides (hydrogen bonds, rings, and tautomerism) by using the millenary classical or original table of the I Ching [10], shown here compressed by groups in Figures 5 and 6.

Methods

We saw in the introduction the folded Stella Octangula, as well as its inner geometries derived from the computational analogy of the file compression or zipping; however, we are interested here in its expansion through the binary I Ching representation, to obtain, not only a cubical macro representation of the genetic code, integrated by $64 \times 6 = 384$ codons, but also its corresponding Sphered-Cube, a resemblance of the Cubed-Sphere widely used in Mathematics, Climatology, Geology, and Astronomy. The practical purpose of this is two-fold: First, to provide educational mnemonic devices; and second, to provide a useful core for molecular modeling in bioinformatics through a, not only highly informative, but also visually aesthetic bioinformatics tool to compare

Figure 2: Circular representation of the functional 16x4=64, 3-D tetrahedral genetic code [11].

Figure 3: Stella Octangula viewed from the top; its original codon pattern was shown in [10].

Figure 4: Stella Octangula viewed from the bottom; its original codon pattern was shown in [10].

Figure 5: Codons of the genetic code grouped according to the hydrogen bonding between nucleotides in the double helix in the axis $x$, and its nucleotide rings in axis $y$ [10].
sequences of men and/or of other organisms; i.e., for the early detection of diseases, and/or to discover genomic compatibilities between related varieties of organisms currently misclassified as belonging to different species, or even to a different genus, instead of what they are in reality: varieties or sub-species, and vice versa. The geometries and binary structures used here are:


3) The inner cubic 3-D space for Figure 22, obtained by using the freely available software located at: http://web.archive.org/web/20120625122500/http://www.doka.ch/Excel3Dscatterplot.htm

Figures 25 and 26 show a practical application of the genetic code’s I Ching by using both the GenBank and BlastP to compare expressed sequences and a promoter between humans and a Neanderthal, as described there.

Results

The next figures will be devoted to show the file compression and file expansion of the genetic code while advancing towards its macro representation. Figures 7 and 8 show the ‘file compression’, or zipping (zip), of codons according to their corresponding codified amino acids or functions.

If we now take the same groups shown in Figure 7 while removing their colours as a previous step before exhibiting their arrows that will be displaying the genetic code’s Yin/Yang directionality, we obtain the Figure 8, with its numbers and letters used here as a reference for the next step.

If we now demonstrate the directionality between the groups of codons according to their resulting amino acids or functions that are shown in Figure 8, we obtain the Yin/Yang arrows of Figure 9.

Figure 9 shows the directionality of the four basic components of the Yin/Yang as derived by the ancestral I Ching: The external arrows (flowing in opposite directions), being represented long ago by the ‘Old Yin’ and by the ‘Old Yang’ located at its extremes, while their younger and alternating pairing corresponds to the ‘Young Yang’ and to the ‘Young Yin’, respectively, being located at the centre while also moving in the opposite directions. These, in general, are also representing, both the process of DNA auto-replication (being the old strands of the double helix of DNA in the external lines, while the new strands are the internal), but also representing the process of DNA transcription into smaller segments of RNA.

If we now add the third Cartesian correlation, represented as well by the original symbols of the I Ching, we obtain what we see in Figure 10; and, if we go one step further and we add the arrows previously seen
in Figure 9, to the cubic fusion of Figures 5, 6, and 10, such as if the first two were two contiguous walls forming an angle of 90 degrees, while the last one were the floor, just like if imagining yourself inside a cube looking at two of its contiguous walls while standing on its third side, so we obtain Figure 11.

The potential for the file compression within the genetic code that we see in the preceding images can be further explored, showing here some of its numerous possibilities: In Figure 12 we see its zipped configuration: Left side: A 5x4=20 circular representation of the genetic code with the stop codons shown at the center while the twenty individual amino acids and its respective codons are surrounding it. Right side: A further compressed 3x4=12 representation of the genetic code also with the stop codons located at the center, and the 12 different groups of equivalent amino acids, and its respective codons, surrounding it.

Figure 12: Two compressive possibilities to represent the genetic code within the circular configuration: Left side: A 5x4=20 circular representation of the genetic code with the stop codons shown at the center while the twenty individual amino acids and its respective codons are surrounding it. Right side: A further compressed 3x4=12 representation of the genetic code also with the stop codons located at the center, and the 12 different groups of equivalent amino acids, and its respective codons, surrounding it.

Figure 13: Two more compressive possibilities to represent the genetic code: Left side: A 6x4=24 tetrahedron net with its hydrophobic amino acids located at its bottom (center of the triangle). Right side: a 4x6=24 cube. The RGB color model, plus 25% of transparency for their amino acids is as follows: P: 255,0,255; R: 51,153,255; A: 204,255,51; M: 234,234,234; G: 204,255,153; S: 153,204,255; V: 204,255,255; W: 0,102,0; I: 153,204,0; Q: 255,80,80; E: 255,0,0; C: 255,204,153; F: 0,128,0; L: 102,153,0; T: 102,255,255; N: 255,124,128; D: 255,51,0; K: 0,102,255; Y: 0,255,255; H: 221,221,221; *: 178,178,178; color words for Y: 0,0,255; for D: 255,255,0. The white words had a saturated key of: 255,255,255, while the key for the black words was the one of the absolute lack of color: 0,0,0.

The potential for the file compression within the genetic code that we see in the preceding images can be further explored, showing here some of its numerous possibilities: In Figure 12 we see its zipped configuration in a circle while in Figure 13 we see such compression both in a tetrahedron and in a cube; these images are only some examples of the file compression applied to the genetic code analysis, which will potentially increase the speed of the analysis of sequences of DNA, RNA, or of proteins. If we now move one step further, we will be able to represent every possible binary combination of the genetic code in the classic I Ching (being only six possibilities available) within a cube, indicating that in addition to the three Cartesian correlated representations of the genetic code (in Appendixes, A we can see their common points), their three reciprocals are also included (see Appendixes, B); next, we will see the macro-representation of the genetic code in 6X as derived from the I Ching, either by codons (Figure 14), by amino acids (Figure 15), or by those colored codon groups that were shown before, but with no letters (Figure 16).
Figure 14: Net for the cubic representation of the genetic code by codons according to all possible binary correlations of their I Ching tables (see Appendix A and B, and Figures 5, 6 and 10). Dotted circles: The rotational ‘poles’.

Figure 15: Pattern of the cubic representation of the genetic code by amino acids according to all possible binary I Ching correlation (see Appendix A and B and Figures 5, 6 and 10). Circles: Rotational ‘poles’.
Figure 16: Pattern of the cubic representation of the genetic code by groups of codons according to its resulting amino acid, or function for all possible binary I Ching correlation (see Appendix A and B, and Figures 5, 6 and 10). Dotted circles: Its inclined rotational ‘poles’ allowing a 3-faces per side visibility per rotation. Increasing the level of complexity for our mentioned point of view as if standing inside the resulting cube, looking now to its two contiguous walls, and to its floor as if these were the three standard or normal correlations within the context shown by Figures 5, 6 and 10, we have the resulting Figure 17 for the codons, and Figure 18 for their resulting amino acids.

Figure 17: Inside of the three standard Cartesian I Ching binary correlations of the genetic code represented by its tables of codons as shown in Figures 5, 6, and 10 (also see Appendix A).
Figure 18: Inside of the three standard Cartesian I Ching binary correlations of the genetic code represented by its amino acids as shown in Figures 5, 6, and 10 (also see Appendix A).

If we now look to the reciprocals of the previously defined as standard Cartesian I Ching genetic code correlations, we obtain Figures 19 and 20, and Appendix B. In Appendix C we see the coordinates used to obtain those standard three correlations shown in Figures 17 and 18, as well as their respective reciprocals shown in Figures 19 and 20, within the pair of 3-D vector Cartesian graphics (axis x, y, z) contained in the cube. The final product of this article will be a Sphered Cube for the genetic code (Figures 21 and 22).

Figure 19: Inside of the three reciprocal Cartesian I Ching binary correlations of the genetic code as represented by its tables of codons (see Appendix B).
If we now correlate the relative direction of the groups of codons according to their amino acids and/or functions, we obtain Figure 21 (for the standard correlation), and Figure 22 (for both the standard and the reciprocal correlations); and again, for these 3-D spatial versions were used, both the three standard correlations (Figure 21), and the reciprocals (Figure 22), of the Yin/Yang arrows shown in Figures 9 and 11.

**Figure 20:** Inside of the three reciprocal Cartesian / Ching binary correlations of the genetic code as represented by its amino acids (see Appendix B).

**Figure 21:** Yin/Yang direction of the groups of codons of the genetic code according to their resulting amino acids and/or functions (such as the start and stop codons), inside the standard side of the cube integrated by half of the codons within the cube, or by 64x3=192 codons.
Figure 22: Yin/Yang direction of the groups of codons of the genetic code according to their resulting amino acids and/or functions (one starting and three ending codons), inside the complete 64x6=384 codon cube; this representation is integrated by every possible Cartesian / Ching standard binary correlation (in black) of the three properties of the nucleotides (hydrogen bonds, rings and tautomerism), and their three reciprocal binary correlations (in red).

Next, we are going to perform the ‘sphering’ of our genetic code’s macro-cube to obtain our first meaningful spherical representation of it, both by codons (Figure 23), and amino acids (Figure 24).

Figure 23: Spherical representation of the codons of the genetic code by transforming into a sphere the cube of Figures 14 to 22 (only one face is shown).
Increasing the level of complexity for our mentioned point of view as if standing inside the resulting cube, looking now to its two contiguous walls, and to its floor as if these were the three standard or normal correlations within the context shown by Figures 5, 6 and 10, we have the resulting Figure 17 for the codons, and Figure 18 for their resulting amino acids.

If we now look to the reciprocals of the previously defined as standard Cartesian I Ching genetic code correlations, we obtain Figures 19, 20, and Appendix B. In Appendix C we see the coordinates used to obtain those standard three correlations shown in Figures 17 and 18, as well as their respective reciprocals shown in Figures 19 and 20, within the pair of 3-D vector Cartesian graphics (axis x, y, z) contained in the cube. The final product of this article will be a Sphered Cube for the genetic code (Figures 21 and 22).

If we now correlate the relative direction of the groups of codons according to their amino acids and/or functions, we obtain Figure 21 (for the standard correlation), and Figure 22 (for both the standard and the reciprocal correlations); and again, for these 3-D spatial versions were used, both the three standard correlations (Figure 21), and the reciprocals (Figure 22), of the Yin/Yang arrows shown in Figures 9 and 11.

Next, we are going to perform the ‘sphering’ of our genetic code’s macro-cube to obtain our first meaningful spherical representation of it, both by codons (Figure 23), and amino acids (Figure 24).

Appendices D show the net without words necessary to obtain the $8 \times 8 \times 6 = 384$ genetic code’s cube.

When we obtained the Sphered Cube by transforming our genetic code’s macro-cube into a sphere, we were surprised to realize that its resulting product was similar to the inverse reasoning of the ‘cubed-sphere’, used initially in climatology for the subdivision of the earth [15-17], then in mechanics [18], in computational astrophysics [19,20], in mathematics [21], physics, chemistry, hydrology [22,23], climatology, geology, meteorology [24], etc.; however, this article seems to be the first time that such a structure has been originated through an opposite reasoning: the ‘Sphering’ of the cube instead of the ‘Cubing’ of a sphere, being here applied to the genetic code and to biology in general; an early model was built to represent our planet by using a smaller, $6 \times 6 = 36$ grids times six [15], and a similar image to the one obtained here ($8 \times 8 = 64$), but by using an inverse reasoning, was obtained by [24, in its p. 840].

The keen observations done earlier by shCherbak, who has worked several aspects of the mathematical balance of the genetic code, are that: “…one may assume that natural computing can exist as well… such a computing could be essence of exact gene processing and scrambling… If that is the case, some cell organelles should work as biocomputers… the genetic code is connected more closely to abstract notions of arithmetic than with notions of physics or chemistry” [25]. Through the findings presented in this article, these statements of shCherbak have been corroborated.

And, in a similar way to what we have seen in our introduction when presenting the word ‘code’, shCherbak earlier equated the stop codons with zero (Arabic, Mayan, and Computational), deeming the zero as the supreme arithmetical abstraction and concluding that its use by any alphabet, including the genetic code, is an indicator of what he called ‘artificiality’ (being such artificiality in this case, the intelligent design and purpose of the genetic code: to bring and to sustain life), while affirming that the decimalization of the genetic code could be a special case of the general computational power of genomics and its molecular machinery, observing that the main reason for the origin of a numerical system is to do mathematical calculations; shCherbak concluded that: “there is no way to write or read any gene when no code is available” [26] \footnote{Its mdf file is available at: http://liveweb.archive.org/http://tinyurl.com/shcherbak}.

As we mentioned earlier, the Cube and its Sphered Cube presented in this article can be used to compare sequences. Prompted by a reviewer

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{spherical_representation}
\caption{Spherical representation of the amino acids of the genetic code by transforming into a sphere the cube of Figures 14 to 22 (only one face is shown).}
\end{figure}
and to demonstrate a practical application of our discovery, we will use here a compressed way of it by grouping its codons according to its resulting amino acids (Figure 25), where the matching sequenced genes can simultaneously run gene by gene within two cubes that belong to different organisms (in our example, Humans represented by the black arrows and Neanderthal by the red arrows), while pointing out to their differences by a resulting drawing.

More recently, while I was ready to resubmit this article, it was found that the patterns of expression are also very different between humans and neanderthals, highly differing in their methylation and deamination, a finding that may help explain why the expressed sequences of humans (the human amino acids) were extremely different (as shown in Figure 25), even corresponding, perhaps, to totally different proteins, when compared to neanderthals (the Neanderthal’s amino acids). As an exercise, Figure 26 shows the differences on methylation/deamination between humans and ‘a proxy’ Neanderthal [36].

And, due to the fact that we are dealing with ancient sources of information, such as the I Ching and the Neanderthal’s genome, in Appendix E I dare to present what ancient manuscripts in Hebrew (shown in the introduction), Aramaic and Greek, that are contained within the Bible have to say in relation to it. Otherwise, in order to analyze more in detail the currently full Neanderthal and Human sequences freely available through the Max Planck institute, I will require of a greater computer power and memory space, as well as the development of a computational program with the Sphered Cube as its engine; for example, I performed earlier an unpublished analysis of some of the differences in the mitochondrial DNA between Humans and Neanderthal, however, the current study will be more graphically appealing.

Elsewhere, an example of a human polymorphism [9], and the comparison of the human genome with other organisms has been

Figure 25: Differences in the comparison of six expressed gene-sequences between humans (left side in black arrows) and neanderthals (right side in red arrows). The I Ching’s face of the genetic code used here corresponds to Figure 6. From top to bottom and from left to right, the six genes under consideration are: NRG3, ACCN1, CADPS2, AUTS2, DYRK1A and SOLH. Here, only one face of the cube is to be used, just as if jumping from one face to another when an inner methionine appears, as indicated in [10]. The fractions of the expressed genes in Figure 25 correspond to Homo sapiens (black arrows), and are clearly differentiated from the ones belonging to H. neanderthalensis (red arrows). The strategy used was to find some expressed genes of interest in humans [Homo sapiens (taxid:9606)] as present in the GenBank: NRG3 [GAASSRTPNRIST, 27], ACCN1 (ASIC2) [VJUVAVFVGSGL, 28], CADPS2 [GLIKETVLSWIA, 27], AUTS2 [GSLQVAGHPAGST, 29], DYRK1A [GQMPHOSHQYSDRR, 30] and SOLH [GPPLPGTPAPQAS, 31], and then to see for their equivalent translated portions in the Neanderthal genome by using the currently available Blast Protein (BlastP) Neanderthal database [Homo neanderthalensis (taxid:63221)]: 1 [GYTLDQTYAKIHF, 32], 2 [MKWSAAAVLWALGF, 33], 3 [GLAMEVGLVLWVK, 33], 4 [GSLALAGMPFLTG, 32], 5 [GAINFITTIINMK, 33] and 6 [FPFLFSGYTLDQTY, 33]. The genes were selected as vital for the normal working of the human brain, and due to the fact that they seem to be seriously altered, or mutated, within the genome of the Neanderthal [34,35].
by the retention of hydroxyapatite within the VSMCs of their 3-D ascorbic acid (50 μg/ml), being these additions reflected in their work ruined our experimental model by adding two extra, non-necessary while using my methodologies and materials with no credits, but also not only added the LPC that was successfully demonstrated by us [39], atherosclerosis required more than two years; however, reference [42], being this a defensive response of the arterial muscular cells against the detergent-like effects of the LPC, a mechanism for those cells to protect themselves.

Figure 26: Exercise on the extreme differences in the patterns of methylation/deamination between modern humans (the reference genome, left side, black arrow), and a Neanderthal as proxy (right side, red arrow). The I Ching's face of the human genetic code corresponds to Figure 6, while the one for the Neanderthal corresponds to a hybrid set of the two tables that are present at the right side of Figure 15 (the first one for the mRNA (U, Uracyl) and the second one for the DNA (T, Thymine), respectively). The regulatory sequence that was experiencing methylation was taken from osteoblasts [38].

Figure 27: Pythagorean music series; multiples of the genetic code of 64 codons are in the big horizontal rectangle at the right side, and if multiplied by ten, potential multiples of it are also in the intermittent vertical rectangle located at its left side, while inside of them, the 'symmetry' of the actual numbers that appear within the 64x6=384 Sphered Cube of the genetic code is shown (the number 32 located at the left side is included, if and when multiplied by 10, as in: 32x10=320=5x64).

Tidjani Negadi, a dedicated researcher of the genetic code, has been able to find numerous instances of the number 384 within the genetic code, a number here obtained through our I Ching cube (64x6=384); Negadi presents at least 15 calculations to obtain the number 384 within the genetic code:

1) \(360+\tau (360)=360+24=384\) [43], (number equal to the number of atoms in the 20 amino acids, side-chain and block [44], as well as the total number of nucleotides in the 64 RNA-codons and in the 64 DNA codons [45]),

2) \((73+11)+300=84+300=384\) [43],

3) \((99+74+7)+(73+41+11+20+35)+\sigma(360)=180+204=384\) [43],

4) \(360+(5+5)+9=384\) [43],

5) \(2\times 192=384\) [43, 45],

6) \((3412/2x)-1255-67=384\) (from the irregular L- and D- (integer tetrahedron, "a warehouse of biological information") [43],

7) \(192+192=384\) [45] (The mean of the four pairs equal 192, the total number of nucleobases in the 64 codons, but also the total number of codons in DNA and RNA (2x64) [46]),

8) \(768/2=384\) [46],

9) \(\phi_i^P(\psi)=384\) [46],

10) psi upper bar [\psi_i](\psi)=384 [46],

11) Writing 3276+676 and introducing the identity "-384+384" (384=384 or "384-384=0"), we get 2892+1060 which is the "partition of nucleon-numbers between the four-codon set and the non-four codon set" [46],

12) \(\phi_i(1152)=384\) [46],

13) \(313+71=384+204+(9x20),\)

14) Filatov [47] also "established a nucleon number balance in two pairs of faces 628+627=626+629=1255. Now computing the atom number in the amino acids in the two pairs of faces, we find 108+97=205 and 104+99=203 (without the side-chains) or 198+187=385 and 194+189=383 (including the side-chains). These are near balances and the average of the two pairs gives 204 and 384 atoms, respectively, for the correct atom number. Now from our numbers 139 (34th prime) and 1304, we could take the sum of the prime factors and the prime indices.
to get 173 and 210 with sum 383. This is the nucleon number in one of the two pairs of faces mentioned above …and we could reach 384 by just adding the Omega-function of the prime number 139 which is simply 1. Also, by re-arranging the terms we have (139+34+1+6)=180 and (163+38+3)=204. The first number is the total atom number in the 20 blocks and second is the atom number in the 20 side-chains”. So, concluding the last computation, we have (139+34+1+6)+ (163+38+3)=384=180+204 [The points 13 and 14 were found in Negadi’s blog].

15) Plus, a music related one: “The numbers 192 and 384 seem very important numbers” [Plato did choose 192 as a starting point while Timaeus the Locrian did choose 384] “…they are basic numbers in the Pythagorean music tuning system” [45] (also see [44]). Figure 27 shows how both our 384-grid Cube and Sphered Cube representation of the genetic code can be compared to the Pythagorean music series.

Using only proportions of 2 and 3 (± mean by 1/3, in row F), the frequency relationships seen in Figure 27, when applied to the building-up of the I Ching genetic code are: 64, 128, 192, 256, and 384; however, the I Ching’s successive number 320 that appears between 256 and 384 is not present; the numbers that are actually present, in the current context are: 64x1=64, 64x2=128, 64x3=192, 64x4=256, [the next consecutive one, 64x5=320, is absent in the Pythagorean music system], and 64x6=384. Additional multiples of 64 that are seen in the Pythagorean musical scale are: 64x8=512, 64x9=576 and 64x12=768.

Notably, if the numbers within the left side column (headed by 11- in the row F) are multiplied by 10, all of them become also multiples of 64, including the previously missing 64x5=320, plus 64x15=960, 64x45=2880, and 64x135=8640.

Regarding such discrepancy seen in lines C and E (and even B) of the Pythagorean music series, Ray Tomes observes: “C is incorrectly related to E and B… as Galilei observed, C and E want to be in the proportion 4:5 (which is 64:80) and we have 64:81 so it just misses… The equitempered scale is designed around the ratio 2 because each semitone is a ratio of 1 to the twelfth root of 2. As it turns out this accommodates ratios of 3 almost perfectly, which is of course why it was chosen… I invented a system which I call AII for Automatic Just Intonation. I realised [sic] that an electronic keyboard doesn’t have to make compromises when selecting frequencies as there is no reason that a single key cannot produce different frequencies depending on the circumstances…” In our case, as mentioned earlier, we multiplied by ten the whole column 11- to make it ‘fit’ the pattern of our design, and it worked, providing us with an artificially ‘perfect’ symmetry, as seen in Figure 27.

16) In our case, the number 384 was also obtained by counting the individual binary components within any of the I Ching’s genetic code tables (Figures 5, 6, 10), where we see that each cell is composed by a trigram from the y axis, over which a trigram from the x axis is added, integrating an hexagram, so when multiplying one hexagram by the total of the cells, we also obtain the number 384: 6x64=384.

Finally, and as the last project of my free programming edX Harvard University class (cs50x), I decided to put motion to my earlier work to illustrate the complementary pairing by rows of the basic structure of the Figure 5 of this article, which is similar, but not identical, to the first Table (T.1) of Figure 1 of my previously related publication [10]. The project in its final form can be seen at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0aacCShmWo, coupled to an explanation of it. The basic 8

384 represents a little more than half of the 640 symmetry set, and 163 is a little more than half of the 326 symmetry set. We found 163 in line 5 of the table, and 326 in line 6. The points 13 and 14 were found in Negadi’s blog.

We also showed here the reverse engineering in 2-D of a previously obtained functional tetrahedron in 3-D [10]. The resulting products were a square (Figure 1) and a circle (Figure 2). We also folded a 3-D double genetic code representation composed by a Stella Octangula (Figures 3 and 4) found earlier [10].

The rotation seen in Figure 9 from row 1 to row 4 can also be perceived as evocative of the actual helical rotation that is seen in the double helix [14]. The two circular and compressed representations of the genetic code with the stop codon at the centre that are shown in Figure 12, if they were rotating through a pin at their centre, while an external arrow were pointing at their respective codons, if it were stopped at a line between two of these portions, it will go then to the stop codons located at its centre.

The inclined rotational axis of 45 degrees shown in Figures 14-16 (represented there by the intermittent circles, their net can be seen in Appendix D), remind us of the inclined orbital axis of the earth; these diagonals of computational geometry within a cube are deemed to be located either as a π/4 or a 3π/4, depending if the relative view is from left to right or vice versa [48-50] shows the software used to develop (Figure 22).

The zipping or compression of the codons by groups, both in the 3-D and in 2-D representations of the genetic code discussed here may increase the speed of our comparison of sequences, as well as our explorations of the genetic code within curved spaces, spaces studied in my classes related to the foundations of computer graphics; i.e., the resulting cubed-sphere may be useful to compare sequences, either from wildlife or from humans in an appealing visually graphic way, noticing also that the file expansion shown here is not the same as the unzipping of the computer files, being this the product of the restoration to the same size of the original file as it was before, while the file expansion shown here results in the increase of informational content.

Here it was also shown that human genes translated from the brain and from a promoter in osteoblasts, are compared to their corresponding Neanderthal sequences to show their differences and to demonstrate the use of the I Ching’s genetic code in 3-D (Figures 25 and 26). After these findings, we can declare with confidence that the oldest known representation of the Genetic Code is the binary I Ching, also known as the Book of Changes or Book of Mutations, corresponding these changes to biological changes or mutations, a book preserved by the Chinese, but evidently being older than them, a survivor of the burning of ancient documents by the Emperor Chi (also known as Qi).

In relation to this and to my previous works, a recent article declared: “Those two properties (ie, symmetry and periodicity) act as...
the harmony between the chosen geometry and the biological reality. Graphical representation of DNA sequences based on mono, di, trinucleotides, etc. need to consider this harmony. Otherwise, it would merely be an instance of displaying the nucleotides (eg, mononucleotide, dinucleotide, codon) which have little biological sense” [51]; with the current work, the corroboration of such observations is advanced.

A recent article [52], making also reference to one of my earliest works related on the 2-D circular genetic code, when alluding to “the palindromes of the genetic code”, declared: “that some researchers have tried to restrict at peculiar symmetries”; my answer is that in order to learn from the continuous wisdom manifested within the genetic code, certainly the less limited our analyses are, the best their output will be; I strive to encourage every student and researcher of the genetic code to explore the fullness of its possibilities without dismay.

Once more, the enormous plasticity that we see in the study of the genetic code is a reflection of the real plasticity contained within living organisms, being this the ultimate reason for their great variability and adaptation. The great variability seen in nature can better be understood by studying its source, the genetic code; for example, in my earlier studies [8,9] of the 2-D classic circular genetic code [5], I recently realized that the Hydroxyl amino acids, those ones that are phosphorilatable in order to activate the dormant enzymes, are also located in a balancing way within quadrant 1 (4 Ser+2 Tyr), and quadrant 3 (2 Ser+4 Thr).

The use of the Yin/Yang (Yin and Yang) in this article is within the context of the Genetic Code in 3-D, something apparently known and fully represented since a long time; i.e., in the I Ching or Book of Changes; however, the use of this concept is not new within medicine and molecular biology; a few set of examples from the numerous found within PubMed (currently ~500 references), are given at [53-85].

Here, by grouping the reiterations or "redundancies" of the genetic code, reiterations apparently designed to preserve its functionality while allowing the adaptability of living organisms, a more detailed picture appeared, both in 2-D and in 3-D, when comparing the Cartesian binary combinations of the properties of nucleotides, then the directions of the Yin and of the Yang arrows suddenly appeared. It is precisely this reiterated redundancy of the genetic code, the basis for its 'file compression' in bioinformatics and biodiversity; additionally, it was shown that the number 384, obtained in this article by multiplying 64x6 within all the possible binary comparisons of the genetic code derived from the I Ching, has also been found within the mathematics derived from the molecules that integrate the genetic code, as seen above when our current work is compared with that of Negadi [43,45-46], and others [44,47].

On concluding, I may say that the main findings of this work are: That the Yin/Yang's genetic code directions are similar to those that are presented by the actual separate DNA strands in relation to their auto-replicating new strands, and/or in relation to their new RNA products, specially by the plus strand at the moment of transcription for the last replicating new strands, and/or in relation to their new RNA products, presented by the actual separate DNA strands in relation to their auto-
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